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Established in 1992 , Mobella stands for the 
beauty of home furnishing, the finely crafted 
furniture and the comfort of upholstery.

A proud member of the well trusted Thailand 
Furniture Industry Association among the Thai 
top brands and the very few upholsterers to 
own our own factory.
Mobella Galleria offers the creative designs 
and exclusive made-to-order service to cater 
to our customer’s tasteful suite room, with the 
range of customizable material list from our 
premium grade fabric and leather collection.

Mobella Galleria’s promise to our 
design appreciators is to deliver the 
sense of modern Thai design with 
the quality of our finest material and 
detailed Thai craftsmanship.
 
Creative collaboration of designers 
and trusted crafters, guaranteed 
with international export and design 
awards; Thailand’s DEmark, Japan’s 
G-mark and our proud achievement 
of Thailand Trust Mark and Thailand 
Prime Minister’s Export award.

TH
EXPERI

ENCE
AI

BRAND 
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The strength of Thai design is shown through 
the creativity and the art of handicraft by master craftsmen. 
Mobella introduces the subtle sense of local knowledge and 

Thai culture in every design objects to narrate the story of 
authentic Thai through home decorative furnitures.

INSPIRED 
BY THAI

 NESS
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Thai local culture of hospitality is 
represented through the welcoming 
area of the house, as is commonly 
shown in local traditions for every 
urban household to have a bamboo 
litter (in Thai; KRAE) placed at the 
front of the house.

KIRI Lounge and ottoman, pillow-S, M 
(available in wood and metal frame) 
W210 D201 H64 SH32 cm

KIRI lounge chair and ottoman with triangular pillows of 3 sizing from S-M-L 
are designed to provide flexible seating combination; showing the culture of 

Thai lifestyle through casual seating open for an engaging conversations.

Select the triangular shape pillows inspired by mountain (in Thai; KIRI), 
a fine oriental essence for modern living room or public lounge area.

KHID Sofa, (available in fabric.) 
W180 D106 H62 SH38 cm

Ottoman with pillow-S, (wood frame) 
W121 D89 H64 SH32 cm

KIRI
MASON

Lounge with shade, (metal frame) 
W201 D89 H175 SH32 cm

Ottoman with pillow-L
W121 D89 H70 SH32 cm

A classic furniture serving the 
purpose for the host to welcome 
the visiting guest to sit and enjoy 
a good conversation together. 

Now redesigned in modern style 
for the context of modern living.
 

KIRI collection 
designed by Ath Supornchai with Mobella

KHID Loveseat, (available in fabric.) 
W138 D106 H62 SH38 cm
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The Thai dessert collection specifically designed for the 
Thai pavillion showcase at Salone del Milano, Italy. 

Inspired by the charactor of famous Thai dessert such as 
sweet stuffed dough (in Thai; KANOM SAISAI), coconut 
crepe, and coconut pudding (in Thai; TAKO.) Our leather 
crafters showed the sewing technique to replicate folded 
pattern of banana leaf covering the Thai sweets.

SAISAI collection designed by Anupol Yooyuen

ROTOLO Loveseat bed, (available in fabric.)
W183 D92 H72 SH40 cm

TAKO Lounge chair, 
(available in fabric and leather.)
W104 D90 H75 SH41 cm

SAISAI Lounge chair with beanbag
(available in fabric and leather.)
W80 D119 H148 SH45 cm

MAT Lounge chair, (available in fabric.) 
W80 D97 H131 SH42 cm

As for Thai handicraft, every piece is carefully crafted 
as fine as to be used by the craftsman himself, the 
heart and mind is poured into the handmade work 
hence the story of regional culture and local belief of 
the craftsman is shown through the product.

MAT lounge chair and its flexible seating shows the culture 
of Thai lifestyle through both formal and casual sitting postures. 

The seat is extendable so the chair could became a floor seating with table, 
a fine oriental essence for living room or dining room.
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Inspired by a handcrafted giant umbrella widely used in 
the Northern part of Thailand as a regional signature. 

As for Thai handicraft, every piece is carefully crafted 
as fine as to be used by the craftsman himself, the heart 
and mind is poured into the handmade work hence the 
story of regional culture and local belief of the craftsman 
is shown through the product.

RHOM collection designed by Koi Pariyaporn

Transform the distinctive shape and lines from the 
oriental giant umbrella into the RHOM collection. 

This fashionable beauty also offers the comfort from 
duck down cushions. The collection includes the set 

of layered center tables with unique metal frame 
inspired by the structure of Thai Northern umbrella.

RHOM Loveseat, (available in fabric.)
W198 D110 H80 SH45 cm

RHOM Center table set, 3 pcs.
(tempered glass and metal frame.)

S-table : W50 D50 H22 cm
M-table : W70 D70 H27 cm 
L-table : W90 D90 H32 cm

ARTE Chair, (available in fabric and leather.)
W73 D57 H77 SH52 cm
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TRI Sofa bed, available in fabrics. designed by Anupol Yooyuen. W121 D143 H75 cm

An original triangular pillow (or Khid pillow) is widely used in the 
North-Eastern region of Thailand, originally woven as an offering 
for respectable monks, became popular among the locals across 
the other regions as the iconic triangular shape provides a great 
body support.

TRI collection designed by Anupol Yooyuen

TRI Sofa bed, extended version
W121 D256 H60 cm

TRI Sofa bed, (available in fabric.)
W121 D143 H75 SH31 cm

TRI Side table, powder coated metal sheet. 
W40 D34 H35 cm

TRI sofa bed brought the local triangular pillow (Khid pillow)
into the spotlight of Thai fashion world with modern sense, 

emphasize the geometric shape and combine with function 
into the foldable sofa bed, suitable for various spaces with 

its space saving design. (Removable cover) 
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A handwoven cushions, both texture and intertwined pattern 
represents fabric weaving technique (in Thai; PASAAN)
The beautifully blended mixture of traditional Thai handicrafts 
and taste of Modern design.
PASAAN collection designed by Anupol Yooyuen

PASAAN offers hundred of combination possibilities to display 
your lounge. The set of 1 seater, couch, stool and armbox 

could be independently placed or combined and rearranged 
to create the whole spacing fit to your imagination. 

L-shape, W273 D183 H80 SH44 cm

1 seater, W91 D1081 H80 SH44 cm
Couch,    W91 D183 H80 SH44 cm
Armbox,  W27 D105 H44 cm
(available in upholstery top or wooden top.)

PASAAN Stool,      W101 D73 H44 cm

PASAAN Center table, W98 H51 cm
Side table,     W49 H31 cm
(available in glass or marble top.)

PASAAN 1 seater, W91 D108 H80 SH44 cm 
Stool,      W101 D73 H44 cm
(available in fabric.)

3 seaters with stool, W273 D181 H80 SH44 cm 
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KOWMA displays the characteristic element of the Thai 
local woven loincloth (in Thai; PHA KHAO MA) inspired by 
the intertwined cotton threads in a pattern of crossed red, 
blue, and white cloth. 

The design combined the high quality material and Thai 
handicraft together, ranked in the DEmark award 2011.

KOWMA collection designed by Anupol Yooyuen

KOWMA (available in fabric up to 4 colors.)
1 seater,  high backrest, W100 D91 H108 SH41 cm
Sofa,        high backrest, W185 D91 H108 SH41 cm

KOWMA Chair,   W54 D64 H82 SH48 cm 
Bench, W150 D70 H54 cm
Stool,   W84 D64 H39 cm

KOWMA 1 seater,  low backrest, W100 D91 H73 SH41 cm
Sofa,        low backrest, W185 D91 H73 SH41 cm

Design 
Excellence 
Award 2011 
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Design 
Excellence 
Award 2012

NAVA mimics the iconic shape of Thai long-tail boat, 
designed with the modern concept to create a set of 
lounge chair with both high and low backrest version 
and ottomans. The set encourages grouping variation 
for creative display.
Creativity guaranteed by DEmark award 2012.

NAVA collection designed by Anupol Yooyuen

NAVA
(SET-B)

1 seater, high backrest, W63 D96 H141 SH40 cm
1 seater, low backrest,   W63 D84 H80 SH40 cm
Ottoman B, W77 D64 H40 cm

1 seater, low backrest, W63 D84 H80 SH40 cm
Ottoman A, W56 D55 H40 cm
(available in fabric and leather.)

The Thai long-tail boat (in Thai; Hua Tong boat), 
a signature sight of Thai Southern beach in the 

fisherman village areas.
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PUBPAA Swivel armchair, W93 D85 H86 SH44 cm
Center table,       W90 D90 H30 cm
(available in leather or PU leather, glass top)

PUBPAA folded shape is inspired by the Origami paper 
folding technique, the collection includes an armchair, 
swivel armchair, loveseat, ottoman and center table.

PUBPAA collection designed by Anupol Yooyuen
WING Sofa, W165 D82 H74 SH44 cm

(available in fabric and leather)
1 seater, W73 D82 H74 SH44 cmLoveseat, W120 D82 H74 SH44 cm

WING collection by Toshiyuki Kita shows the sense of modern design in Japanese style 
with a unique backrest detail inspired by the aircraft wing. (Removable cover)

PUBPAA Loveseat, W172 D85 H80 SH42 cm 
(available in fabric and leather)

Ottoman,  W61 D71 H41 cmArmchair, W93 D85 H80 SH42 cm

SEASONS Armchair indoor,   W73 D70 H81 SH42 cm 
(Available in fabric and leather 
with powder coated wooden frame.)

Design 
Excellence 
Award 2010 

Armchair outdoor, W73 D70 H81 SH42 cm 
(Available in outdoor fabric 
with powder coated aluminum frame.)

Inspired by Thai’s seasons; summer, rainy, winter
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SUMMER Corner set,  (available in fabric)
W281 D161 H64 SH47 cm

Modern Thai collection 2019 is reintroducing Thai elements with fresh idea.

SALA sofa and its unique asymmetrical shape is resembling the architecture element of 
traditional Thai roof retold in modern style design.
The tribal and ethnic culture inspired the MHONG collection, modernizing the signature 
woven pattern of tribal fabric to fit with the fashionable design of a lounge chair paired 
with sleek polished metal frame.

MHONG Armchair, (available in fabric and leather)
W86 D94 H72 SH43 cm
MHONG collection designed by Koi Pariyaporn

SALA Corner set, (available in fabric)
W266 D112 H88 SH41 cm
SALA collection designed by Anupol Yooyuen

SALA Corner set, (available in fabric)
W266 D112 H88 SH41 cm

Modern Thai Design Collection 2019

SALA collection designed by Anupol Yooyuen
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Design 
Excellence 
Award 2010 

The unique sofa with playful charactor from a
functional armrests served as a foldable blankets, 
detachable for cleaning.

NOOMNIM Sofa, (available in fabric and leather)
W200 D87 H82 SH44 cm

NOOMNIM Sofa bed,  W200 D87 H82 SH44 cm
Extended, W200 D247 H82 SH14.5 cm

Relaxation is assured, for the duck down in the 
cushion and foldable blanket provides the fluffy 
(in Thai; NOOMNIM) feeling.
The proud design of Mobella as Thailand’s very 
first sofa design achieved G-mark award from 
Japan in 2010, with Thailand’s DEmark 2010.

NOOMNIM collection designed by Anupol Yooyuen 

Design 
Excellence 
Award 2010 
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SODIN designed by Anupol Yooyuen

Convertible sofa, (available in fabric and leather) 
W210 D92 H90 SH40 cm

SODIN As shown, extended space with foldable backrest and detachable seat.

Maximize the limited space usage with the multi-function design, 
an adaptive sofa that could transform the living room into a dining area. 
A perfect choice for condominium and small spaces.

YAAK designed by Anupol Yooyuen
Sofas,       with Arm-D     (arm size W32 D97 H75 cm)
Armchair, with Arm-C     (arm size W15 D97 H75 cm)

YAAK Armchairs, with Arm-B     (arm size W32 D97 H52 cm)
Armchair,   with Arm-A     (arm size W15 D97 H52 cm)

YAAK 1 seater (Base model) 
(available in fabric and leather)
W77 D97 H75 SH49 cm

YAAK modular sofa offers various adaptive combination to 
any type of space. Its base model with minimal form could 
be added with 4 different type of armrests and change the 

whole scene with each different look and function.
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BUBBLE modular set are designed for adaptive usage 
to be rearranged into various set to fit the space to the 
creativity of usage.

BUBBLE designed by Zero First Studio

Stool A and B, W101 D95 H45 cm
Stool C ,          W81 D81 H45 cm
Stool D and E, W71 D71 H45 cm
Stool F,            W61 D50 H45 cm
(available in fabric and leather)

MAYA collection describes the alluring sexiness of the mysterious lady using the 
layers of translucent clothes. The smooth and suggestive curve of the sofa itself 
combined with great lightings could easily create an eye-catching lobby lounge.

MAYA 1 seater, 
W83 D83 H71 SH42 cm

MAYA Loveseat, (available in both fabric and leather)
W145 D83 H71 SH42 cm

SIEB designed by Top Pipat Apiruktanakorn
Stool (Base model), 
(available in fabric and leather)
W75 D75 H42 cm

SIEB Acrylic-A,  W58 D35 H45 cm
Acrylic-B,  W58 D18 H45 cm
Acrylic-C,  W58 D1 H45 cm

SIEB multi-function stool encourages creativity grouping 
with its simple usage and form, consists of 3 types of 

acrylic plate, the key element for each set combination.
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AES
THETICAL 
INSPIRED

Mobella’s signature designs inspired by natural element 
for we believe that aesthetical aspect is universal as the 

common spoken language among all design lovers.
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FLORY (available in fabric and leather, metal frame)
Chair,  W79 D60 H68 SH43 cm
Barstool,  W56 D53 H81 SH72 cm

FLORA (available in fabric and leather, metal frme)
Sofa,  W222 D100 H90 SH43 cm

FLORA Stools,  W101 D78 H36 cm each

FLORA Sofa,  W222 D100 H90 SH43 cm
FLORY Chair,  W79 D60 H68 SH43 cm

BLOSSOM Stool,  W67 D67 H38 cm
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BLOSSOM (available in fabric and leather, metal frame)
Chair, W110 D100 H78 SH40 cm
Stool,  W67 D67 H38 cm

BLOOM and BLOSSOM collection brought the shape of 
the poppy flowers and sun flowers into an outstanding 

art piece in the room with its unique upholstery technique.

BLOOM (available in fabric and leather, metal frame)
Chair, W92 D95 H81 SH44 cm
Stool,  W60 D60 H40 cm

Mobella’s signature designs inspired by natural element 
for we believe that aesthetical aspect is universal as the 
common spoken language among all design lovers.

FLORY collection designed by Anupol Yooyuen 
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BALENA is the collection inspired by the smooth curves of 
marine animal, emphasizing the arch detail on the armrest 
with illusional lines from the sewing pattern. 
The design provides modern contemporary styling with 
light appearance by using smoothly bended metal legs.

BALENA collection designed by Koi Pariyaporn

BALENA Sofa, (available in fabric and leather)
W206 D86 H73 SH47 cm

Armchair, (available in fabric and leather)
W106 D86 H73 ASH47 cm

CHULIP designed by Toshiyuki Kita
(available in fabric and leather) 
Swivel chair, W73 D71 H78 SH43 cm

BOUQUET designed by Dr.Singh & 
Anupol Yooyuen

Armchair, (available in fabric)
W110 D88 H78 SH43 cm

BOUQUET Sofa, W188 D88 H78 SH43 cm

BOUQUET collection applied fashionable sewing technique with art of upholstery 
to value design and details while its twin model MAZZO speaks out the modest 
beauty of modern simplicity. 

CHULIP swivel chair and its arch curves are inspired from Tulip flower petals. 
It’s smooth lines are contrast with metal leg mimicking the flower stem.

MAZZO (available in fabric and leather)
Sofa,  W188 D88 H78 SH43 cm
Armchair, W110 D88 H78 SH43 cm
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allow you to Unlimited options and a unique connection 
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36 Mobella creative upholstery

The characteristic lines of BELEAF modular sofa set  is 
inspired by the leaf line, using the upholstery technique 
on a simple form to create the charactor of the design. 
The set offers vast module variation to be chosen and 

adapted to several space differences.

BELEAF collection designed by Anupol Yooyuen 

BELEAF Corner set,  W310 D169 H68 SH40 cm

(Couch,   W100 D169 H68 SH40 cm
2 seaters,   W210 W114 H68 SH40 cm)

BELEAF Sofa, (available in fabric)
W240 D114 H68 SH40 cm

BELEAF 2 seaters no-arm, W180 D114 H68 cm
Stool-S, W90 D92 H40 cm
Stool-L, W90 D156 H40 cm

BELEAF Side table, 
(available in leather with 
metal finished with chrome)
W32 D42 H46 cm
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The modular collection with signature curve line on the sides, 
the unique tapered corners create a depth of shadow, inspired 
from structure of a pomegranates. (in Thai; TUBTIM)

TUBTIM collection designed by Koi Pariyaporn

TUBTIM Corner set, (available in fabric)
W308 D195 H80 SH45 cm

1 seater,             W109 D115 H80 SH45 cm
1 seater no-arm, W90   D115 H80 SH45 cm
Couch,                W109 D195 H80 SH45 cm)

TUBTIM Loveseat, (available in fabric) 
W181 D94 H80 SH45 cm

CHUBBO (available in fabric and leather) 
Corner set   W297 D162 H75 SH47 cm

LM 3 seaters, W344 D96 H70 SH45 cm

Space solutions; collections of the Modular sofa unit 
system designed to fit in the space of all sizing with the 

creative combination options for each design collection.

Choose your style; whether it is the simple and formal LM, 
minimal and casual CHUBBO, or go fancy with TUBTIM.

CHUBBO 2 seaters W184 D111 H75 SH47 cm
1 seater  W92 D111 H75 SH47 cm
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SABAI
(FULL  
SET)

(available in fabric and leather)
Full corner set
W394 D172 H58 SH38 cm

SABAI Sofa,  W340 D104 H58 SH38 cm

SABAI Stool,  W122 D102 H38 cm

An art of alignment is what could bring the most out of the interior.
Designed to be freely arranged as user deem fit to the space, 
SABAI collection comes with option of 4 basic units; 
loveseat with armrest, loveseat without armrest, couch and stool. 

The selection of well-calculated unit options are provided for all interior, enough to 
create the combination to enjoy filling the space as is your canvas of creativity.

SABAI Loveseat without armrests and couch
W272 D172 H58 SH38 cm

SABAI Loveseat, W170 D104 H58 SH38 cm
Couch,  W102 D172 H58 SH38 cm

SABAI Loveseat without armrests, 
W170 D104 H58 SH38 cm

SABAI is designed to enjoy the the beauty of simplicity 
and the well defined proportion of each sofa units. 

A perfect choice for both formal and casual living space 
with unlimit unit combinations from 4 basic models.

SABAI Full corner set
W394 D172 H58 SH38 cm
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FASHION IN 
FURNITURE 
IS A MATTER 
OF PROPOR
  TIONS

Introducing the collection of Mobella’s modernism design 
combining the upholstery with metalic elements. 
Classy and young, suitable for living space.
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ANGO (available in fabric and leather)
Corner set, W280 D190 H80 SH42 cm

ANGOLO (available in fabric and leather)
Corner set, W280 D190 H79 SH40 cm

ANGOLO Sofa,        W222 D100 H79 SH40 cm
Loveseat, W162 D100 H79 SH40 cm

Specially focus on ergonomics, the design of ANGOLO offers the great depth of 
seat providing full comfort even for tall figure. The basic shape with aesthetic detail  
is suitable for living room or lobby lounge.

MOCLASS Sofa, (available in fabric and leather) 
W212 D78 H71 SH45 cm

MOCLASS matches the different texture between a fabric 
and leather with the classic pull button technique. 

Adding the modern touch with stainless steel leg frame.

Armchair, W92 D78 H71 SH45 cm

MOBI (available in fabric and leather)
Corner set, W266 D164 H83 SH48 cm

ANGO Armchair, W102 D100 H80 SH42 cm
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BUONO distinguishes itself from the other sofas with its prominent armrest, a pair of 
giant pillows placed on each sides secured with metal frame. The collection offers 
the set of armchair, loveseat, sofa, ottoman and sofa bed.  (Removable cover)

BUONO-C (available in fabric and leather)
Armchair,  W105 D95 H82 SH42 cm

BUONO-S Sofa bed, W220 D100 H103 SH45 cm

BUONO-S Sofa,        W224 D100 H87 SH45 cm
Loveseat, W187 D100 H87 SH45 cm

BUONO-S Armchair, W122 D100 H87 SH45 cm
Ottoman,  W70 D70 H42 cm

The design of BUONO follows the core 
principles of relaxation and practicality. 

BUONO collection designed by Anupol Yooyuen 
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COMO (available in fabric and leather, stainless steel frame)
Sofa,      W220 D90 H83 SH45 cm
Loveseat,      W180 D90 H83 SH45 cm
Armchair,     W125 D90 H83 SH45 cm

COMO collection offers the uniqueness, modern style from 
stainless steel frame, elegant design with unrivaled comfort 

from the large armrests and adjustable duck down cushions.  
(Removable cover)

COMO collection designed by Anupol Yooyuen 

COMO (available in fabric and leather)
Sofa bed,      W220 D90 H83 SH45 cm                  Sofa,    W220 D90 H83 SH45 cm

CUBO (available in fabric and leather)
Sofa,  W203 D90 H87 SH47 cm

COMO (available in fabric and leather, stainless steel frame)
Corner set,    W302 D188 H83 SH45 cm

COMO, the king of pure comfort sensation, and it’s sibling 
model, CUBO, proudly introduced by Mobella brand to serve 
the best experience to our customers.

Surround your body with the grand seat and back cushions 
filled with supreme quality material to enhance the absolute 
experience of relaxation.
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ZOFT Armchair,       W96 D92 H90 cm
Swivel chair,  W96 D92 H92 cm

CIRCOLO Stool, (available in fabric and leather 
with wood legs)
W64 D64 H45 cm

Sofa, (available in fabric and leather)
W212 D92 H70 cm

Loveseat, W165 D92 H90 cm
(available in fabric and leather)

ZOFT, designed by SLAP studio, 
brought the imagination of clouds in to the room 
with its comfort and outstanding shape.

CIRCOLO Lounge (available in fabric and leather)
W188 D172 H66 cm

BUONY designed by Anupol Yooyuen

Sofa, (available in fabric and leather)
W235 D97 H92 SH48 cm

CIRCOLO suggests the elegent and subtle 
Japanese style statement to your space, 
its smooth curve without any sharp ridges 
makes it becomes the perfect choice for a 
room with welcoming sense.

CIRCOLO collection designed by Toshiyuki Kita
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DEAN (available in fabric and leather)
Loveseat, W160 D77 H78 SH43 cm               Armchair,  W82 D77 H78 SH43 cm

DIANA (available in fabric with wood legs)
Loveseat, W144 D80 H79 SH40.5 cm

Classic and comfy vibe, PEAR is the mixture of modern and 
contemporary furnishing style, specifically designed and 

co-developed with Italian experts under Host & Home program 
for the hospitality projects in European market.

PEAR collection designed by Koi Pariyaporn in collaboratin with DITP

PEAR Armchair (available in fabric and leather)
W88 D94 H108 SH49 cm
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KRAJOME Lounge sofa,  W126 H58 SH35 cm 
Stool,       W122 H35 cm
Side table,     W51 H38 cm
(available in stainless steel with glass top) 

KRAJOME lounge sofa and shade collection is designed 
to serve both indoor and outdoor usage, the shade is easy 
to relocate with its light aluminum knock-down structure.

KRAJOME collection designed by Anupol Yooyuen

KRAJOME
(INDOOR)

(available in fabric)
Lounge sofa,  W126 H58 SH35 cm 
Stool,       W122 H35 cm

KRAJOME
(OUTDOOR)

(available in outdoor fabric)
Lounge sofa,  W126 H58 SH35 cm 
Shade,            W132 D114 H200 cm

KRAJOME’s conical shape is 
inspired by the local tool for 
hand-fishing (in Thai; ZON) 

used by Thai farmers.
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NIDO
(INDOOR)

(available in fabric and leather)
Lounge sofa,  W121 D90 H59 SH36 cm 
Stool,       W108 D80 H36 cm

NIDO
(OUTDOOR)

(available in outdoor fabric)
Lounge sofa,  W122 D88 H61 SH36 cm 
Shade,            W130 D95 H172 cm

From the impression of Thai dessert (in Thai; KANOM) 
which is wrapped inside the layers of banana leafs. 
The concept led to the closer look of the banana leaf lines 
transformed into the linear structures with playful design.

KANOM collection designed by Thinkk studio

KANOM (available in fabric and leather)
Lounge chair, W102 D116 H130 SH37 cm
Stool,       W73 D62 H31 cm
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VOLCANO shapes are inspired by the Japanese volcanoes, 
combining the uniqueness with the function for each items, 
the collection includes sofa, daybed, low and high stool.

VOLCANO collection designed by Zero First studio

VOLCANO (available in fabric and leather)
Upholstery top or wood top

VOLCANO Stool-Low, W104 H49 SH41 cm

VOLCANO Daybed, W202 D114 H78 SH41 cm

VOLCANO Sofa, W202 D114 H78 SH41 cm

VOLCANO Stool-High, W104 H97 SH41 cm
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DETAIL 
  IS 

WHAT  
MAKES 
DESIGN

KRATIB designed by Anupol Yooyuen

(available in fabric and leather)
Stool, upholstery top, W50 H44 cm
Stool, wood top,  W50 H44 cm

COCO designed by Anupol Yooyuen

(available in fabric and leather)
Stool, upholstery top, W43 H50 cm
Stool, wood top,  W46 H53 cm

KRATIB is a functional stool with storage 
slot for book and etc. The wood top could 
be chosen to be used as a side table.

COCO stool consists of 2 separable parts, 
an upholstery top or veneer wood top 
could be chosen.
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NGOB designed by Anupol Yooyuen

Center table set, 3 pcs.
(glass top)
S-table : W76 D46 H17 cm
M-table : W89 D52 H22 cm 
L-table : W110 D60 H31 cm

SITRA Swivel table, (available in fabric and PU leather)
W100 D100 H30 cm

FInalize the living room set and soften the overall look with the round shape 
table set from NGOB and SITRA collections. Minimalized Thai element inspired 
by the shape of the handwoven bamboo hat and transformed into the sewing 
detail to play with light shading to emphasize the lighting design of the room.

FLAT Center table, with wood table top
(available in fabric and leather)
W125 D102 H30 cm

FLIP Center table, with wood table top
(available in fabric and leather)
W112 D85 H34 cm

PUBPAA and FLIP / FLAT collections provide the bold and stable center tables 
matching with a glass and solid wood top to create a simple yet thoughful form 
that comes together with function.

PUBPAA Center table, W90 D90 H30 cm
(available in leather or PU leather, 
triangular or square glass top)
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BLOOM chair, W32 D98 H74 cm
ottoman, W D H cm

KRAJUNG Stool, (available in fabric and leather)
W51 D51 H40 cm

KRAJUNG offers the fine detail of Thai art 
and the tradition of contemporary mural 
hand-painting to your room with modern 
style and thoughtful design.

Center table,   W40 H45 cm
Full set,           W104 D104 H45 cm

INFINITY and its modular shape forms the powerful set with the sense of creativity 
in your lounge and living area, the collection offers 2 models, with or without the 

detachable top. (The top is available in fabric and veneer wood top.)

Stool (upholstery top)INFINITY Stool (wood top)

INFINITY Stool, (available in fabric and leather)
W120 D60 H40 cm
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allow you to Unlimited options and a unique connection 
system mobella mobella mobella mobella mobella mobella 
mobella mobella mobella mobella mobella mobella mo-
bella mobella mobella mobella mobella mobella mobella 
mobella mobella mobella mobella mobella     choice
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Mobella’s home accessories 
are designed to fullfill the 
house with detail and ideas, 
The sense of Thainess is 
found in every pieces.

TAKRAW collection 
designed by Anupol Yooyuen

TAKRAW stool, signature design of Mobella provides 
a lovable detail to your space, with its distinguished 
Thai styling from the art of delicate handicraft, the palm 
fronds weaving and a Thai rattan ball (in Thai; TAKRAW) 
(Removable cover)

Guaranteed by Japan’s G-mark 2012 and DEmark 2012 
design awards and Prime Minister’s Export Award.

TAKRAW Stool, (available in indoor / outdoor fabric)
Stool indoor,   W50 D50 H44 cm
Stool outdoor, W50 D50 H46 cm

Bench, (available in indoor / outdoor fabric)
W130 D50 H44 cm
W130 D50 H46 cm

Design 
Excellence 
Award 2012

KOWMA Pillow, (available in fabric)
W49 D49 H17 cm

PASAAN Pillow, (available in fabric)
W57 D57 H23 cm

The finely crafted pillow with great handmade detailing, 
a luxury home accessory with customizable color choices. 

(Removable cover)
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CHANG designed by THINKK Studio x Mobella
Stool,  W53 D46 H40 cm

CACTO Stool-A,  W54 D54 H38 cm
Stool-B,  W57 D57 H38 cm
(available in fabric)

Design 
Excellence 
Award 

DEmark 2019 award winner
CHANG is the developed prototype from the 
charity design project from Mobella’s anniversary 
to support Friends of Asian Elephant Foundation.

An exotic experience of elephant riding is one 
of the Thai unique lifestyle in the curious eyes of 
travelers from the other part of the world.

Though none of modern Thai commutes by riding 
on such large animal anymore, as a fun cultural
exchange, our designers decided to introduce 
the playful elephant stool in minimal style.

BAI-BUA designed by Koi Pariyaporn

Bean bag, (available in fabric) 
W179 D179 H25 cm

BAI-BUA collection provides a dozen of possibilities to shape the seat into many 
different forms by tying the fasteners together. Inspired by the local Thai culture of  

homemade food packaging with banana or lotus leaf (in Thai; BAI-BUA.)

Combining the past and the modern day 
context through aesthetic and function 
of home furniture. Enjoy imaginative play 
role at home with additional custom-made 
saddle that invites user to hop on. 

CHANG is designed to have long lasting 
product life by providing additional seat 
cushion mimicking elephant saddle – not 
only a customizable personalized detail 
but also serve as a removable piece 
which a replacement could be purchased 
separately after years of usage.
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Express your taste of luxury through the 
handcrafted details with Mobella’s modern 
and simple design.

King bed,    W195 D230 H87 cm
Queen bed, W164 D230 H87 cm
Single bed,  W119 D230 H87 cm

King bed,    W192 D224 H84.5 cm
Queen bed, W161 D224 H84.5 cm
Single bed,  W116 D224 H84.5 cm

ARCHI (available in fabric and leather)
(removable pillows)
Sofa, W201 D86 H84 cm

BACHI (available in fabric and leather)
Sofa, W202 D89 H93 cm

ARCHI, new collection of sofa unit and bed, offers the minimalistic styling 
with its functional usage. A simple and humble form provides a set of 
removable covers designed for easy care and maintenance.

ARCHI collection designed by Anupol Yooyuen

BACHI collection, with bed and its sofa, offers the touch of casual styling, 
a warm and welcoming sensation to the room. A beautiful combination 
between soft fabric cushions and the touch of genuine leather.
 
BACHI collection designed by Anupol Yooyuen

Designed for a fully furnished interior, 
Mobella’s collections offer both bed and 
sofa with the matching characteristics.
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Express your taste of luxury through the 
handcrafted details with Mobella’s modern 
and simple design.

King bed,    W188 D217 H90 cm
Queen bed, W157 D217 H90 cm

King bed,    W239 D236 H70 cm
Queen bed, W207 D236 H70 cm
Single bed,  W162 D236 H70 cm

BORDO (available in fabric and leather)

PUBPAA (available in fabric and leather)

BORDO bed offers the beauty of simplicity comes with perfect proportion 
as the statement of minimal style. The bed is designed to the concept of 
space-saving with significant width difference compared to other models.

BORDO collection designed by Koi Pariyaporn

PUBPAA bed from PUBPAA collection, and its 3 dimensional shadow play 
from the folded corners, carries the signature element of the infamous 
Origami paper folding technique to the upholstery design platform.

PUBPAA collection designed by Anupol Yooyuen
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Express your taste of luxury through the 
handcrafted details with Mobella’s modern 
and simple design.

King bed,    W218 D240 H87 cm
Queen bed, W187 D240 H87 cm
Single bed,  W142 D240 H87 cm

King bed,    W206 D232 H87 cm
Queen bed, W174 D232 H87 cm
Single bed,  W128 D232 H87 cm

PLOY (available in fabric and leather)
(removable cover)

BELEAF (available in fabric)

PLOY bed offers the minimalistic styling with its functional usage. 
A simple and humble form provides a set of removable covers designed 
for easy care and maintenance.

PLOY collection designed by Anupol Yooyuen

BELEAF bed and its sofa collection show fine detail of the characteristic 
ridge sewing pattern on its flat surface to create the depth of dimension, 
appease the yearning of design lovers who seek for the subtle statement 
for the bedroom.

BELEAF collection designed by Anupol Yooyuen
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Whether it is the hand-woven detail of the 
PASAAN bed, the characteristic ridges of 
the BELEAF bed, the sharp folded corner 
inspired by the art of origami technique on 
the PUBPAA bed, or the simplicity of the 
PLOY bed. 

Mobella’s design selections would bring the 
desirable style to your room.

King bed,    W223 D219 H94 cm
Queen bed, W195 D219 H94 cm
Single bed,  W149 D219 H94 cm

PASAAN (available in fabric)

PASAAN demonstrates the perfection of Thai handicrafts through its 
handwoven technique. A grand display of the bedroom with detail from 
the evenly intertwined fabric which create the well crafted headboard.
If PASAAN bed and its sofa collection does not invoke you the sense of 
luxurious Thai, nothing else will.

PASAAN collection designed by Anupol Yooyuen



Only the finest material selection is selected for 
our brand’s tailor-made service.
Come experience the Modern Thai Lifestyle 
concept of living.

Original design by Thai designers.
Personalized furniture, handmade by crafters.

Update the latest 
material sample

Visit our website



Mobella Galleria Co.,Ltd.

Head Office & Factory
669 Moo 2 Sukhumvit Rd., Bangpoomai,
Amphurmuangsamutprakarn,
Samutprakarn, 10280, Thailand
T:     +662 323 2886-7
Fax: +662 323 2888

Bangkok Showrooms
Showroom Ekamai :       +662 045 3300

find more about our showrooms and dealers,
www.mobella.co.th


